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Abstract: Observing and understanding changes in Africa is a hotspot in global ecological
environmental research since the early 1970s. As possible causes of environmental degradation,
frequent droughts and human activities attracted wide attention. Remote sensing of nighttime light
provides an effective way to map human activities and assess their intensity. To identify settlements
more effectively, this study focused on nighttime light in the northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel
settlements to propose a new method, namely, the patches filtering method (PFM) to identify nighttime
lights related to settlements from the National Polar-orbiting Partnership Visible Infrared Imaging
Radiometer Suite (NPP-VIIRS) monthly nighttime light data by separating signal components induced
by biomass burning, thereby generating a new annual image in 2016. The results show that PFM is
useful for improving the quality of NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data. Settlement lights were
effectively separated from biomass burning lights, in addition to capturing the seasonality of biomass
burning. We show that the new 2016 nighttime light image can very effectively identify even small
settlements, notwithstanding their fragmentation and unstable power supply. We compared the image
with earlier NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI) for 2016 and the
Sentinel-2 prototype Land Cover 20 m 2016 map of Africa released by the European Space Agency
(ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20). We found that the new annual nighttime light data performed best among
the three datasets in capturing settlements, with a high recognition rate of 61.8%, and absolute
superiority for settlements of 2.5 square kilometers or less. This shows that the method separates
biomass burning signals very effectively, while retaining the relatively stable, although dim, lights of
small settlements. The new 2016 annual image demonstrates good performance in identifying human
settlements in sparsely populated areas toward a better understanding of human activities.

Keywords: human activity; nighttime light; NPP-VIIRS; biomass burning; patches filtering method;
African settlement

1. Introduction

Nighttime light is a good indicator of human activity [1–3]. Satellite-borne imaging radiometers
capture accurate nighttime light data, thus providing the opportunity to study the nighttime
light quantitatively in large areas [4]. Such data enable multiple applications, e.g., estimation of
socioeconomic indicators [5–9], urbanization monitoring [10–12], fishery detection [13,14], detection of
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gas flares [15,16], impact evaluation of sudden events [17–19], and epidemiological research [20–23].
Nighttime light induced by human beings is mainly generated by electric lighting [24,25]. According to
the Energy Progress Report 2019 [26], about 840 million people in the world, mostly concentrated
in sub-Saharan Africa, do not have access to electricity. Low power penetration affects the northern
Equatorial Africa and Sahel region, where power cuts occur frequently [25,27,28]. The electricity
deficit is one of the main problems in the development of this region. Reasons can be sub-optimal
electricity infrastructure, nonscheduled black-outs, and relatively low demand induced by high costs
of electricity [25,29]. This may limit the application of nighttime light data to detect human settlements
in developing regions like northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel. Furthermore, the settlements in Africa
are often small and sparsely scattered. In these areas, the nighttime light used to be ignored due to the
weak brightness, and even land-use and land-cover maps, based on the classification of multi-spectral
satellite images at the high spatial resolution, are often less accurate than in other parts of the world.
The aim of this study was to propose a better way to extract information about human activities in
northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel from the National Polar-orbiting Partnership Visible Infrared
Imaging Radiometer Suite (NPP-VIIRS) monthly nighttime light data.

The visible near-infrared (VNIR) image data acquired by the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program Operational Linescan System (DMSP-OLS) are widely used to capture stable nighttime
light [30]. More recent data acquired by the National Polar-orbiting Partnership Visible Infrared
Imaging Radiometer Suite (NPP-VIIRS) were applied for the same purpose [31]. The DMSP-OLS
nighttime stable light data span the period from 1992 to 2013, and it remains an essential element
of current and future observation records as the longest surviving nighttime light data in the world.
On the other hand, the applicability of the data is affected by the coarse spatial resolution (about
2.7 km), the lack of on-board calibration, the strong saturation effect, and the dataset being no longer
released past 2013 [15,32–34]. Compared to DMSP-OLS, NPP-VIIRS has the advantages of higher
spatial resolution (about 742 m) and on-board calibration, and it is not affected by saturation and has a
higher dim light sensitivity [19,35–38].

NPP-VIIRS nighttime light data include daily, monthly, and annual data products. The daily data,
which are the original NPP-VIIRS data, are not filtered for sunlight, moonlight, stray light, lightning,
clouds, high-energy particles (HEPs), etc. They are often used to detect fisheries and to assess sudden
events. The monthly dataset, available from 2012, is filtered for sunlight, moonlight, stray light,
lightning, clouds, and high-energy particles (HEPs), but is still affected by background noise and
biomass burning. NPP-VIIRS annual data are produced by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI). After removing the
influence of sunlight, moonlight, and other factors from the daily data, the largest and the smallest
radiance values within a year are removed as outliers. The outlier removal does not stop until the
change in standard deviation in each iteration is less than 1% [31]. After background noise removal
and averaging the processed daily data, the annual NPP-VIIRS nighttime light data are obtained [31].
This method to generate the annual nighttime light data product, based on a huge amount of daily
data, is complex and computationally heavy for large areas. In the past, for a long time, only the
2015 annual data were released, while the 2016 annual image was published by the NCEI in June
2019. For studies on human activities over a longer time scale, the two years of data are far from
enough. More importantly, the data retain only persistent nighttime lights by eliminating noise and
almost all unstable nighttime lights, including some anthropic lights in developing regions affected by
unreliable power supply. By contrast, the monthly data, where most types of noise were filtered out,
retain weak nighttime light from small settlements and intermittent nighttime lights in the regions
with unreliable power supply. Thus, monthly data might be further processed to obtain annual images
to better capture small or power-starved settlements.

Earlier studies on the detection and characterization of human settlements using nighttime light
data relied on the estimation of an optimal threshold on radiance according to reference data [39–41],
on using ancillary data [12,42,43], and on change detection [44]. These methods often rely on other data,
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and they focus on the urban areas in developed countries (e.g., cities) rather than small settlements in
developing regions. In addition, these methods can hardly be applied to NPP-VIIRS monthly data
due to the frequent occurrence of biomass burning. Therefore, we propose a new method to filter
NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data for improving the detection of small and sparsely scattered
settlements in the northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel region.

In the application of NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data, the biggest obstacle to obtain images
that only retain information about settlements comes from biomass burning [31]. Some scientists
thought that biomass burning might have impacted the ecology of the African savanna for millions
of years since human beings started using wood for cooking [45]. Biomass burning plays various
roles in daily life, economy, and agriculture [45–48]. Biomass burning is, therefore, also due to human
activities, but not necessarily associated with permanent settlements.

Biomass burning emits light at night, which can be captured by sensors; thus, it cannot be
visually distinguished in a direct manner from the light related to settlements in nighttime light data.
The biomass burning signal is usually separated from the settlement signal by the “masking” or
by the “threshold” filtering method. The latter is applied by estimating a threshold radiance due
to biomass burning and removing the values below the threshold [40]. Since the biomass burning
nighttime radiance often exceeds 2 × 10−9 W·cm−2

·sr−1, the threshold value must be higher than
that. It should be noted that the nighttime light radiance of many small settlements might be less
than 2 × 10−9 W·cm−2

·sr−1, especially in developing regions; thus, the “threshold” method inevitably
filters out useful information on nighttime light related to human settlements. In some studies,
nighttime light from biomass burning was removed with the help of masks generated from DMSP-OLS
stable images [19,36,37,40]. As mentioned above, DMSP-OLS data are no longer available after 2013.
Although there are still studies using DMSP images to filter NPP-VIIRS monthly images, this approach
carries some risk since the release of DMSP-OLS was discontinued, i.e., no concurrent DMSP-OLS and
NPP-VIIRS data are available anymore. Moreover, the lower spatial and radiometric resolution of
DMSP data limits the application of this method. When studies target a small area, e.g., a city, the
selection of filtering methods for monthly data is not critical, and the biomass burning light can even
be removed manually. However, for vast areas, especially where there are many unpopulated areas
and settlements of very different sizes, both methods can filter out much light from small settlements
or out of the DMSP masks. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a better filter to monthly data. In
addition, more than half of biomass burnings take place in savanna, with 46% of worldwide biomass
burning events occurring in Africa to manage savanna in the belt 20◦ north (N) to 25◦ south (S) [46].
Therefore, accurate and efficient filtering is critical to the studies on nighttime light in Africa.

The objective of this study was to provide a new method (i.e., the patches filtering method, PFM)
for filtering NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data to improve the ability to identify small settlements,
including small and scattered ones, which required the separation of stable nighttime lights associated
with settlements from unstable nighttime lights due to biomass burning. In this study, we developed
the patches filtering method (i.e., PFM), a new method to separate unstable nighttime light induced by
biomass burning from stable nighttime light in NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data. The method
we propose regards connected pixels groups as objects defined by the morphological characteristics of
settlement light and biomass burning light in the nighttime light images. Biomass burning light is
separated from settlement light taking into account the relatively short duration of biomass burning
events. The method is demonstrated by generating a new 2016 annual image to better capture
anthropic information.

2. Study Area and Data

2.1. Study Area

The northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel region is a developing region with large differences
in size and scale, where settlements are sparse and scattered, with an unstable and unreliable power
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supply. The region is ideal to evaluate the effectiveness of PFM in identifying settlement nighttime
light. If the PFM method can be used successfully in this region, i.e., the new annual image generated
by applying PFM provides reliable information on settlements, then the method can also be applied in
other parts of Africa and in developing regions around the world.

The northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel region is located to the south of the Sahara Desert and
adjoins the equator further south. It stretches from the east coast of the Atlantic Ocean to the west
coast of the Red Sea for a total of 3800 km, and it covers northern Senegal, southern Mauritania, central
Mali, northern Burkina Faso, the extreme south of Algeria, Niger, Nigeria, central Chad, central and
southern Sudan, South Sudan, Eritrea, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ethiopia, etc. The northern
Equatorial Africa and Sahel is an N–S eco-climatic transition belt with rainfall from about 100 mm
to 1200 mm per year from north to south. In recent decades, the northern Equatorial Africa and
Sahel region, where environmental changes are becoming increasingly apparent, was a hotspot of
global ecosystem research [48–50]. In addition to being affected by natural factors such as inter-annual
variability of rainfall, the impact of human activities was one of the critical causes of environmental
degradation [51–53]. With the dramatic increase in population, infrastructure, and urbanization,
the impact of human activities in this area is becoming more and more significant. The situation
increases the urgency of research on human activities in the northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel
region [54–56].

The study area is the northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel region, located between the equator
and 20 ◦N (Figure 1). The study area includes settlements of very different sizes, and it is suitable and
broad enough to evaluate the performance of the new approach (i.e., PFM).
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Figure 1. Study area (shown with black slant lines). The dotted red line delineates the Sahel region
defined by mean annual rainfall between 100 mm in the north and around 600 mm in the south.

2.2. Data Sources

2.2.1. Nighttime Light Image Data

The NPP satellite was launched in October 2011 to gather information about weather and climate.
It carries five sensors, including VIIRS, which is the core payload. The VIIRS sensor acquires radiometric
data in 22 spectral bands in the range from 0.412 to 12.01 µm, including five high-spatial-resolution
bands (375 m at nadir), sixteen moderate-spatial-resolution bands (742 m at nadir), and a day/night
band (DNB) (spatial resolution 742 m) where the nighttime light is observed [57]. The specifications of
the NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data are shown in Table 1. The nominal (pre-flight) radiometric
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performance, namely, the minimum detectable radiance (Table 1), was exceeded after developing a
stray-light correction using on-orbit calibration data [58].

Table 1. National Polar-orbiting Partnership Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (NPP-VIIRS)
day/night band (DNB) specifications. NCEI—National Center for Environmental Information.

Parameters NPP-VIIRS

Operator The Earth Observation Group (EOG) at NOAA/NCEI
Orbit Polar orbit satellite

Swath width 3040 km
Spatial resolution (m) 742 m (across full scan)

Field of view 112.56◦

Spectral coverage 0.5–0.9 µm
Spectrally integrated radiance W·cm−2

·sr−1

Dynamic range
Minimum detectable radiance

3 × 10−9 W·cm−2
·sr−1 to 0.02 W·cm−2

·sr−1

0.2 × 10−9 W·cm−2
·sr−1 [58]

NPP-VIIRS (L1B data product, calibrated top-of-atmosphere radiance) monthly nighttime light
data from January 2015 to December 2017 were the main data in this study (available online: https:
//www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_dnb_composites.html) [59]. The NPP-VIIRS 2016 annual
nighttime light image from the NCEI was taken as a reference to evaluate the new annual image and
its capability to identify the settlements in the study area (available online: https://www.ngdc.noaa.
gov/eog/viirs/download_dnb_composites.html).

2.2.2. Auxiliary Data

Three auxiliary datasets were applied in this study to evaluate the new annual nighttime light
image generated in this study, including the Sentinel-2 prototype Land Cover 20 m 2016 map of Africa
released by the European Space Agency (ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20), the global land-cover and land-use
reference data derived from the Geo-Wiki crowdsourcing platform [60], and high-resolution Google
Earth images.

The ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 data were generated from Sentinel-2A observations from December
2015 to December 2016. ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 data represent the first land-use dataset at such a high
resolution of 20 m in 2016 for Africa [61]. It is available online at http://2016africalandcover20m.esrin.
esa.int/.

The global land-cover and land-use reference data derived from the Geo-Wiki (http://geo-wiki.org/)
crowdsourcing platform provide information on reference data that can be used to train a classifier [60].
This dataset was deemed optimal to support the interpretation of high- to medium-resolution satellite
image data. Over 100,000 unique locations were sampled globally for 10 types of land cover and land
use, including urban areas. To evaluate the capability of the new annual nighttime light image to
identify anthropic light related to settlements, we increased from 40 to 225 the number of reference
settlements evenly throughout the study area and measured their areas with the help of high-resolution
Google Earth images during the data preparation phase (Figure 2). The reference settlements were
grouped according to the size classes in Table 2.

Table 2. Reference settlement classification.

Scale Settlements Size (km2) Reference Settlement Number

Class1 Big cities ≥125 20
Class2 Mid-sized cities 25–125 37
Class3 Small cities 2.5–25 52
Class4 Rural settlements 0.25–2.5 53
Class5 Scattered settlements 0.25 63

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_dnb_composites.html
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_dnb_composites.html
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_dnb_composites.html
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/eog/viirs/download_dnb_composites.html
http://2016africalandcover20m.esrin.esa.int/
http://2016africalandcover20m.esrin.esa.int/
http://geo-wiki.org/
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Figure 2. Locations of reference settlements (red dots) data in the study area collected from the global
land-cover and land-use reference data and high-resolution Google Earth images; 22 regions were used
for background noise removal.

3. Methodology

Although the effects of sunlight, moonlight, clouds, high-energy particles (HEPs), and stray
light were removed, the NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data are still subject to the effects of the
background noise and biomass burning. These nighttime light signals interfere with information on
settlements in the nighttime light images. To filter out the noise and identify the signal related to
biomass burning, we propose the PFM method in this study (see Figure 3). The new 2016 annual
nighttime light image was generated to improve the capability of existing nighttime light products to
identify human settlements in the northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel.

Figure 3. Workflow to filter the National Polar-orbiting Partnership Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite (NPP-VIIRS) nighttime light monthly data and generate the new 2016 annual nighttime light image.
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3.1. Preprocessing

In this study, all of the datasets were re-projected to WGS_1984_Lambert_Azimuthal_Equal_Area
and clipped to the study area. The raster images were resampled to the spatial resolution of 500 m.

3.2. Background Noise Removal

The nighttime light associated with settlements and biomass burning appears in images in the
form of patches. Scattered background noise appears throughout the monthly images and should be
removed, but the weaker signal associated with either settlements or biomass burning is assessed
as being noise when applying a threshold to observed radiance. This hinders the separation of the
settlement and biomass burning signal components. Generally, the background noise is removed by
setting the value in the areas (background) of radiance smaller than the threshold to zero. The threshold
is estimated by sampling radiance in a lake, bare land, and any other areas without illumination.
Because the background noise values are different from region to region, especially in a broad study area
like northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel, different thresholds should be set in different regions, instead
of merely setting the same higher threshold everywhere. Accordingly, a spatially variable threshold was
estimated by partitioning the entire study area into 22 latitude-longitude grids, and then sampling each
grid (Figure 2). By sampling areas without artificial light sources, different thresholds were obtained for
each region, distributed in the range 0.2 to 0.4 × 10−9 W·cm−2

·sr−1 (average 0.29 × 10−9 W·cm−2
·sr−1,

standard deviation 0.12). These thresholds were consistent with current estimates of the minimum
detectable radiance (see Table 1). We generated corrected monthly image data with no background
noise by setting pixel values smaller than the corresponding threshold to zero.

3.3. Noise Patches Filtering

Like the nocturnal light induced by settlements or gas flares, biomass burning appears as patches
in nighttime light satellite images, and the luminance decreases from the center to the edge of each
patch. Generally, the nighttime light patches related to settlements are relatively stable [30,31]. Instead,
the duration of biomass burning event is much shorter than that of settlement light, and the location
changes very frequently within a year. Thus, the biomass burning signal can be distinguished from
settlements by exploiting these features.

To filter out the biomass burning signals, the nighttime light patches related to settlements were
extracted by applying the so-called eight-connected component labeling method [62]. In digital image
processing, nighttime light patches larger than a pixel can be detected and delineated as connected objects,
which can be recognized, e.g., by using the eight-connected component labeling method. For a pixel P
where nighttime light radiance, i.e., spectrally integrated radiance > 0, is detected (Figure 4), the procedure
evaluates the neighbors on the top, bottom, left, right, top left, top right, bottom left, and bottom right
adjacent pixels and takes P as the seed of a new patch. Then, the adjacent pixels are evaluated and merged
with the seed if radiance > 0. The patch grows until no additional adjacent pixel is assessed as lighted.
Next, the procedure is repeated for the other pixels. Lighted pixels without neighbors are retained as
patches. This leads to identifying patches in the monthly nighttime light images.

We propose the persistence ratio (PR) as a metric of the persistence of nighttime light pixels
within a year. The pixels of effective nighttime light radiance (i.e., spectrally integrated radiance > 0)
appearing more than twice in the monthly images within a year are called recurrent pixels in this study.
PR is expressed by the proportion of recurrent pixels in a patch as follows:

PR =
nr

n
× 100%. (1)

In each nighttime light patch, nr is the number of recurrent pixels, and n is the number of pixels in
the patch. The size of nighttime light patches of settlements and gas flares changes through a year; thus,
we randomly selected 100 patches for our experiment to evaluate this metric and set the PR threshold
at 40%. We concluded that this threshold performs well to distinguish the stable, human-induced
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patches from the biomass burning lights with rapid change. With a PR greater than 40%, the patches
were identified and retained as “persistent”, i.e., related to human settlements or gas flares, while the
patches with a PR less than 40% were filtered out, i.e., as related to biomass burning. This led to
generating the primary NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light images.Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 23 
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Although biomass burning events seldom occur inside settlements or gas flares, the biomass
burning signal may be detected in some large patches due to the coarse spatial resolution when a
biomass burning event is very close to settlements and gas flares. This implies a risk of removing
signals related to stable light during the filtering process. To mitigate this risk, we generated a stable
nighttime light mask by merging the nighttime light patches detected in the primary monthly nighttime
light images of the antecedent months. By applying the mask, only the nighttime light in the mask
was preserved in the no-background noise monthly images to generate the final NPP-VIIRS monthly
nighttime light images.

Finally, a new NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image was produced by averaging the pixel
radiance in the final monthly nighttime light images within the same year. These are our new data
products on nighttime light.

3.4. Assessment of the Capability of Nighttime Light Images to Capture Settlements

The NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light data (from the NCEI) only retain sustained and steady
nocturnal light, i.e., mainly in cities or perennial gas flares. Some information on small settlements or
with unstable power supply might be removed by mistake in this image product. In fact, even though
the duration of nocturnal light in settlements with unstable power is not constant throughout a year,
it is longer than that induced by biomass burning and sufficiently long to be extracted from monthly
data within a year. Therefore, taking nighttime light patches as objects, the PFM method was used to
refine the separation of settlement and biomass burning signal components in the monthly data, and
the new, further improved, annual images were obtained.

In order to compare the ability of the new annual image with the NCEI annual image to capture
settlements, we defined and applied the nighttime light response index (NLRI), which represents the
proportion of nighttime light pixels in settlement patches identified in the land-cover map data from
ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20. NLRI is defined as follows:

NLRI =
nl
ns

, (2)

where nl is the number of pixels with spectrally integrated radiance > 0 within the settlements identified
in the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map, and ns is the total number of NPP-VIIRS pixels of settlements in
the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map. With a value between zero and one, a higher NLRI denotes a better
performance in identifying settlements in the nighttime light image, and vice versa, assuming the
ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map as a reference.
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To evaluate the capability of the new annual nighttime light image to identify settlements of
different sizes, we grouped settlements in the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map into five size classes according
to Table 2. Then, we calculated the NLRI for each class by applying the eight-connected component
labeling method to extract settlement patches from ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20. As a further reference,
we applied high-resolution Google Earth images to assess whether the new annual image performed
better than the NCEI and whether the smaller settlements were identified correctly.

To better evaluate the capability of the two annual nighttime light images and the
ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 data to detect signals related to settlements, we adopted the method of
reference verification, and then compared the locations of the reference settlements with (a) settlements
mapped in the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map, (b) settlements identified in the NCEI NPP-VIIRS nighttime
light image, and (c) settlements identified in our new NPP-VIIRS image.

4. Results

4.1. Denoising Performance

The performance of the PFM method was evaluated by comparing nighttime light patches
identified in the NPP-VIIRS nighttime light monthly image in January 2016 with settlements identified
in the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map (Figure 5). More precisely, we evaluated the NPP-VIIRS image
(Figure 5(a1)), the image after removal of background noise (Figure 5(a2)), and the image after PFM
processing (Figure 5(a3)). We also evaluated the three image products by selecting three urban areas
in Bobo-Dioulasso (Burkina Faso), Abuja (Nigeria), and Juba (South Sudan) (Figure 5(b1–3), (c1–3),
and (d1–3)). The Google Earth images (Figure 5(a4), (b4), (c4), and (d4)) and the settlements in the
ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map are displayed to illustrate where settlements are. As can be seen from
Figure 5(a1), (b1), (c1), and (d1), dim lights are scattered in the NPP-VIIRS monthly images, including
unlikely locations such as the Sahara Desert around Mauritania (Figure 5(a1)). After background
noise removal, only the signal of biomass burning was left in the monthly images. We can see a big
difference between the images before and after applying PFM. The processed images (Figure 5(a3),
(b3), (c3), and (d3)) are notably cleaner than the raw ones (Figure 5(a2), (b2), (c2), and (d2)). The good
denoising performance is more apparent in the three urban areas of Juba, Abuja, and Bobo-Dioulasso
(Figure 5(b2–3), (c2–3), and (d2–3)). With the help of the PFM, only patches related to settlements and
roads were retained and highlighted.

In an effort to further study the performance of PFM, we compared the monthly time series of
total spectrally integrated radiance calculated with the monthly NPP-VIIRS nighttime light images,
after removal of background noise and with the final monthly images, with the difference being the
signal due to biomass burning (Figure 6). The total radiance was calculated as follows:

TNL =

nt∑
i=1

Li, (3)

where TNL is the total radiance within the study area, Li is the radiance of the i-th pixel, and nt refers
to the total number of the pixels in the study area. We did not consider nighttime light pixels with a
maximum radiance higher than 3 × 10−7 W·cm−2

·sr−1, most likely gas flares [19]. The main concern
was that the fluctuations in the high value of brightness would interfere with the results. We found that
the monthly total nighttime light of the removed biomass burning patches had a clear seasonality with
a large yearly amplitude. The signals due to biomass burning reached their peak in winter (January
and December) and their trough in summer (July and August). After PFM processing, the monthly
total nighttime lights in the final NPP-VIIRS monthly images were relatively stable and had no periodic
component due to biomass burning. This result provides evidence that the PFM can correctly identify
the signal associated with settlements.
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Figure 5. Nighttime light images in the northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel region in January 2016
before and after background noise removal and patches filtering method (PFM) processing: (a1–4) the
original NPP-VIIRS monthly image, the image after background noise removal, the image after PFM
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processing, and the Google Earth maps, respectively, marked by lighted area in the NPP-VIIRS monthly
image after PFM processing; (b1–3), (c1–3), and (d1–3) original image, image after background noise
removal, and image after PFM processing for urban areas of Bobo-Dioulasso in Burkina Faso, Abuja
in Nigeria, and Juba in South Sudan, respectively. (b4), (c4), and (d4) Google Earth maps marked by
lighted area after PFM processing in the three cities. The legend denotes the nighttime light radiance
(10−9 W·cm−2

·sr−1) and settlements in the Sentinel-2 prototype Land Cover 20 m 2016 map of Africa released
by the European Space Agency (ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20), as well as the lighted areas after PFM processing.
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Figure 6. Monthly time series of total settlement-related nighttime lights (red line) and signals due to
biomass burning (blue line) during the period from January 2015 to December 2017.

The difference between lights related to settlements and the lights due to biomass burning was
further illustrated by the 2016 monthly nighttime light radiance latitudinal distributions of the two
signal components in the study area (Figure 7). The radiance values in Figure 7 were obtained by
calculating, within each 500-m latitude belt, the total radiance of all patches before and after applying
PFM. Biomass burning was extensive and with high intensity in winter and weakest in summer. By
analyzing the winter images, we observed that biomass burning occurred mainly below 15 ◦N. During
the dry season (from October to May in the study area), the peak intensity of biomass burning moved
southward from 12 ◦N (in October) to 6 ◦N (January), and came back to 12 ◦N in the last months of
the dry season. At other times, biomass burning intensity was significantly lower than that in the dry
season (winter), and there was no obvious spatial pattern.
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4.2. Quantitative Evaluation of the Capability of Nighttime Light Images to Capture Settlements

The annual nighttime light image (Figure 8(a1)) and the image from the NCEI (Figure 8(a2))
showed rather different patterns, especially when comparing specific urban areas, i.e., Bobo-Dioulasso
(Figure 8(b1,2)), Abuja (Figure 8(c1,2)), and Juba (Figure 8(d1,2)). The nighttime lights were clearer in the
annual nighttime light image (Figure 8(a1)) than in the NCEI image (Figure 8(a2)). Overall, with regard
to the urban areas, the nighttime light from biomass burning was removed correctly and big cities
were captured correctly in both images. Roads were clearly visible in both images around Abuja
(Figure 8(c1,2)) by reference to the Google Earth images (Figure 8(c1’,2’)), which implies a similar
performance in detecting roads. As for Abuja, the NCEI annual image performed better in delineating
big cities (Figure 8(c1,2)). On the other hand, other smaller-size settlements were captured better by
the new image than by the NCEI image. Good examples are the areas surrounding the capital of South
Sudan Juba and Nigeria Abuja (Figure 8(c1,2), (c1’,2’), (d1,2) and (d1’,2’)). In other words, the new
nighttime light image seems more capable than the annual NCEI image in detecting small settlements.
To provide further evidence, we applied the NLRI metric.
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(b1′,2′), (c1′,2′), and (d1′,2′) Pairs of Google Earth maps marked by lighted areas in the new annual
NPP-VIIRS image or the annual image from the NCEI in the study area and around Bobo-Dioulasso, Abuja,
and Juba, respectively. The legend denotes the radiance due to nighttime lights and settlements mapped
in ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20.

The NLRIs of the new NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image and the NCEI NPP-VIIRS annual
nighttime light image in 2016 were calculated separately for the settlement classes listed in Table 2.
The NLRI decreased with settlement size reduction, both for the new and the NCEI annual images
(Table 3), i.e., as expected, larger settlements were easier to detect by measuring nighttime light. On the
other hand, the NLRI was higher for the new annual nighttime light image than for the NCEI image
for all settlement classes.

Table 3. Nighttime light response indices (NLRIs) of the new NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image
and the NCEI NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image at different settlement sizes.

Scale NLRI New Annual Image NLRI NCEI Annual Image

Class1 1 0.9548
Class2 0.9965 0.8813
Class3 0.9037 0.7873
Class4 0.6818 0.5435
Class5 0.3432 0.2501

Study area 0.7303 0.6247

To verify that the newly identified settlements, i.e., the ones not detected by the NPP-VIIRS
annual nighttime light NCEI image, were correct, high-resolution Google Earth images were applied
(Figure 9). Compared with the NCEI image, there were 9538 newly detected nighttime light patches in
the new NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image. We extracted 100 patches among them by means
of systematic sampling [63], and we located them in the high-resolution Google Earth images. It
turned out that 76 of the 100 samples were identified correctly as settlements on Google Earth images.
Among them, there were 52 sample patches that were not mapped by the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map.
All of the settlements shown in Figure 9 were bright in our NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image,
whereas, in the NCEI annual image, they were dark. Among them, the objects in Figure 9(a1–12) were
classified as settlements, while those in Figure 9(b1–12) fell into other classes, such as bare soil in the
ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map. In addition, night-work factories could also be identified in the new
annual image (see Figure 9(b12)). We can, thus, conclude that the new annual image shows significant
progress over the NCEI annual image in capturing settlements, thus confirming the result of the NLRI
values. We also found that the new image could identify some settlements that could not be recognized
by a land-cover map at 20-m spatial resolution.

With the method of reference verification, we checked whether the 225 reference location data in
the study area were classified as settlements in the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map and as bright patches
in the two annual nighttime light images. We found that 56.9% of the 225 reference settlements were
correctly identified in ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 data, and the lowest recognition rate of 54.2% was in
the NCEI annual image from 2016, while our new annual nighttime light image performed best by
correctly identifying 61.8%.

The recognition rates were then calculated for each size class in Table 2 (Figure 10). The
recognition rate increased with settlement size for all three datasets. When the area increased to 25 km2,
the recognition rate was close to 100% for Class 2 and Class 1 settlements, i.e., with sizes of 25 km2 or
larger. The new annual nighttime light image performed best with a recognition rate of 25.4% in Class
5 and 50.9% in Class 4, while ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 data had the highest recognition rate of 84.6%
for settlements with an area between 2.5 km2 and 25 km2 (Class 3). The NCEI data performance was
intermediate for the settlements in Class 5 and worst for Class 4 and Class 3 among the three datasets.
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Figure 9. High-resolution Google Earth images (a1–12 and b1–12) of the sample settlements that
can be identified using the new NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image but not the NCEI image in
northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel in 2016: (a1–12) man-made features in ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20
map; (b1–12) sites related to human activities while identified as other types (such as bare land) in the
ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map.
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light data from the NCEI in 2016.

5. Discussion

The purpose of this research was to propose and demonstrate a new filtering methodology for
NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light images and to generate an annual nighttime light image that can
capture more anthropic information than the existing NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light images from
the NCEI. Actually, the PFM method did eliminate background noise and identified biomass burning
signals in the monthly nighttime light images without relying on other data. The monthly time series
of total spectrally integrated radiance calculated with the final monthly images correctly identified
biomass burning patches with a large yearly amplitude of emitted light. The biomass burning signal
reached its peak in winter and its trough in summer (Figure 6). This finding is in agreement with
the results of previous studies [45,47,48]. Biomass burning usually occurs in dry seasons (usually
from December to March in the Northern Hemisphere and from June to September in the Southern
Hemisphere), and very little (less than 5%) occurs in wet seasons [45,64,65]. The study area is located
between 20 ◦N and the equator. The rainy season is from June to September, and the dry season is
from October to May. Biomass burning events covered the whole dry season for frequent agricultural
activities. It is a simple way to control weeds, brush, pest, snakes, litter accumulation on range and
croplands, and fuel accumulation in forests [45–48]. It is also widely applied to expand arable lands by
clearing forests and to prepare the land for cultivation in a shifting cultivation farming system [45–48].
It is also an effective way to return the nutrients, stored in dry plants accumulated in dry seasons, to the
range and crop lands soil for promoting the regrowth of vegetation [45]. Biomass burning events peak
in late December and early January [47,48]. A large proportion of biomass burning took place within
the equator and 15 ◦N (see Figure 7), because of the domination of savanna fires in Africa [45]. The area
consists of the Sudan savanna and the Guinea savanna. With annual precipitation between 600 and
1200 mm, the Sudan savanna is a broad belt stretching from the west to east, bordering the Sahel to the
north. The Guinea savanna lies immediately south of the Sudan savanna. Although far smaller in size,
the Guinea savanna is much wetter than the Sudan savanna with average annual rainfall between 1200
and 2200 mm. It can also be seen from Figure 7 that the peak intensity of biomass burning shifted from
the mid-latitude position (12 ◦N) in October, the beginning of the dry season, to lower latitude until it
reached about 6 ◦N in January, and then moved northward to return to the initial latitude (12 ◦N) in
May. There are two main reasons behind this phenomenon, namely, the regimes of biomass burning
that rely on rhythms of wetting and drying. An area must be wet enough to grow plants and dry
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enough for ignition [66]. This is the climatic basis for biomass burning. A large accumulation of dry
biomass, providing more “natural fuel”, allows local farmers to use fire more widely and the inferno
to spread much faster [48,64,67,68]. At the beginning of the dry season, “dryness” is the main factor
affecting biomass burning; thus, the peak tends to occur in drier areas like the Sudan savanna. When
it came to the middle of the dry season, even the wetter Guinea savanna was dry enough for drier
plants to ignite, and the peak moved southward where more biomass was accumulated because of the
abundance of rain.

We compared the new NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image generated in this study by applying
PFM to the NCEI NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image. The annual image based on the monthly
images filtered by PFM could identify more patches related to settlement than the NCEI image. At the
same time, we also found that the new image can identify some settlements that are not captured by the
ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map at such a high resolution as 20 m. Further, the settlements extracted from
the global land-cover and land-use (LULC) reference data derived from the Geo-Wiki crowdsourcing
platform and high-resolution Google Earth data were used as reference data to investigate the capability
of (a) the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map, (b) our new NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image data, and
(c) the NCEI 2016 NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image data to capture information on settlements.
We found that the new annual nighttime light image performed best in identifying settlements under
2.5 km2, and the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map had better performance for the settlements between
2.5 km2 and 25 km2, while, for the settlements larger than 25 km2, the recognition rates of the three
approaches reached 100%.

The NCEI annual image was obtained by removing the outliers (maximum and minimum pixel
values) of the daily NPP-VIIRS nighttime light images in 2016 and retaining the pixel values that
stabilized the standard deviation within 1% [31]. This phenomenon, i.e., the larger spatial extent of
lighted area in big cities, is referred to as the “diffusion effect” (or “blooming”) [69]. Although this
filter weakens the diffusion effect of nighttime light in some big cities, it is often at the cost of losing
nighttime lights in small or adjacent settlements. It is inevitable to remove the nocturnal light of
smaller settlements or the urban areas deviating from the city center as outliers. However, the truth is
that the diffusion effect still exists even if brightness in the NCEI annual image weakened to some
extent. For the study on urban morphology and urbanization, this problem still has to be dealt with.
The accuracy of land classification, even when using high-quality, high-spatial-resolution data, such
as for the ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 map, is still limited by factors such as shadows, mixed pixels, and
mapping accuracy, especially for the land-cover type “small settlement” [70]. The original NPP-VIIRS
monthly nighttime light data still contain lights related to small settlement areas. Some of them were
too small to be correctly classified in LULC data, and some were excluded as outliers in NCEI images
because the lights were too dim or not stable. After background noise removal, PFM treated nighttime
light patches in the monthly image as objects, eliminated the patches that appeared briefly within
a year, and kept the patches appearing more than twice within 12 months, no matter how dim the
lights were. The results did prove that the new annual nighttime light image, processed by the PFM,
performed better than the other two image datasets in detecting settlements. To some extent, the
new annual nighttime light data make up for the deficiency of LULC data in capturing information
on settlements.

As an important indicator of human activity information, nighttime light in the northern Equatorial
Africa and Sahel region is much dimmer than that in developed regions. Improving the capability
of nighttime light data becomes very relevant in this field [71–73]. PFM is not only a simple and
feasible method to filter NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data without relying on other data, but
it also improves the capability to capture anthropic information effectively. PFM is applicable to
other regions and might be beneficial to observe and understand migration and urbanization in other
developing regions. The present study could also lead to further research on human activities in
developing regions. In addition, PFM can also be used as a method to separate the biomass burning
signal component from the nighttime light related to settlements.
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6. Conclusions

We applied PFM, which was proposed in this study, to filter the NPP-VIIRS nighttime light
monthly data and generated a new NPP-VIIRS annual nighttime light image of the northern Equatorial
Africa and Sahel region. The results show that PFM is an effective method for stable light identification
in NPP-VIIRS monthly nighttime light data, and the new annual image data achieved an excellent
performance in identifying settlements. The filtering by PFM separated the settlement and biomass
burning signal components, capturing the seasonal cycles of African biomass burning. The new
annual image can capture more settlements than the NCEI data. This statement is supported by
the evaluation against high-resolution Google Earth images. We also found that the new annual
image can detect some new settlements that were not classified correctly in ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20
data. With the help of the global land-cover and land-use reference data derived from the Geo-Wiki
crowdsourcing platform and high-resolution Google Earth data, we probed further and found out
that it was possible to identify settlements with an area larger than 25 km2 with all three data sources,
while a smaller settlement size led to a worse identification performance. Both nighttime light images
performed better than ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 data in identifying small settlements, i.e., smaller than
0.25 km2. The new annual nighttime light image filtered by PFM did best in the settlements under 2.5
km2, while ESA-S2-AFRICA-LC20 data did best for settlements between 2.5 km2 and 25 km2 in size.
Overall, the new annual nighttime light image was still the best data source to retrieve information on
settlements with a recognition rate of 61.8%, the highest among the three datasets.

This study provided an effective way to separate signal components in NPP-VIIRS nighttime light
monthly image data, and the annual NPP-VIIRS nighttime light image improved the performance of
existing nighttime light satellite data to capture settlements. This research also provided support to
extract more accurate information about human activities by combining land-use and land-cover data
with nighttime light data. This study promotes the application of nighttime light data in developing
regions like the northern Equatorial Africa and Sahel region, and it could lead to the development of
research on human activities in developing countries or regions. This research also provided more
accurate information on human activities by combining land-use and land-cover data with nighttime
light data.
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